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Professional Angels at War: The United States
Army Nursing Service and Changing Ideals of
Nursing at the Turn of the Twentieth Century

Yoshiya Makita*

I. Introduction
In 1898, Lillian Kratz spent the whole summer at an army field hospital
in Santiago, Cuba. Since April 24, when the United States Congress
declared a state of war with Spain, US forces had been fighting continuous
battles with Spanish troops in Cuba. The outbreak of the war stirred up
patriotic fervor in the United States and drew vast human resources into
the war effort.1 With a contract as an army nurse, Kratz got on a battleship
in New York harbor and traveled to Cuba. When the ship anchored in
Santiago harbor, Kratz later recalled, the horrific sight of the foreign
battlefield provoked a spiritual feeling in her heart: “To the right of us was
the desolate battle field, and as the sun gradually sank behind the horizon,
casting the reflection of its rays in purple and gold on San Juan hill where
our dead and dying still lay, and as the sun’s glow became fainter and
fainter, it seemed to cast a benediction over all.”2
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The reality of the war, however, soon shattered her naïve sentimentality.
Heavy rains intermittently soaked the nurses’ tents. An ever-present
cloud of flies annoyed nurses throughout their service and carried the
risk of typhoid fever. After she was transferred to a yellow fever hospital,
Kratz herself became ill and was forced into a sick bed. Despite all these
hardships, she reflected, “We adapted ourselves to the conditions as
sensibly as we could and as they confronted us each day.”3 When the fierce
battles were over and the bulk of army soldiers returned to the United
States, Kratz decided to further volunteer for the nursing service in the
Philippines and joined a contingent going to the islands. They sailed from
New York and entered the Mediterranean, then passed through the Suez
Canal to the Red Sea, and finally headed to the Pacific islands across the
Indian Ocean. The long voyage around the world and her subsequent
service in the Philippine islands bestowed on Kratz a wide range of
experience, which she “possibly could not have acquired any other way.”4
The voyage of Lillian Kratz from Cuba to the Philippines exemplifies the
emergence of a new type of army nurse who worked overseas in the age of
imperialism.
This essay examines the changing ideals of female nursing in the United
States through an analysis of the organization of the army nursing service
at the turn of the twentieth century. With the rapid growth of training
schools in major cities on the East Coast after the 1870s, American women
steadily consolidated a system for the education of female nurses with
higher standards of nursing skills.5 The women superintendents of these
training schools advocated independence, self-discipline, and autonomy
in the field of nursing education, free from the intervention of male
physicians and hospital administrators. Reformist nurses inherited these
ideals of nursing education from the preceding British nursing reform
intricately linked with the work of the nursing icon Florence Nightingale.6
While divorced from her original philosophy, the icon of Nightingale still
foreshadowed one crucial aspect of the subsequent development of the
nursing profession in the United States: The myth of “the lady with the
lamp,” which represented Nightingale as a nursing angel in the battlefield
of the Crimean War, indicated a critical conjuncture of war with the status
advancement of women nurses. In the late nineteenth century, in parallel
with the domestic institutionalization of nursing education, wartime
emergencies provided the thrust to propel the professionalization of
American women nurses. During the American Civil War in 1861–65, both
the Union and Confederate armies depended on a large number of female
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nurses to care for sick and wounded soldiers. The army nursing service
offered an opportunity for women to prove their usefulness in national
affairs and laid the basis for the postwar development of professional
nursing education.7 When the army again opened up its doors to the
military nursing service for women during the war of 1898, American
women nurses rushed back to army hospitals as professional caregivers.8
This essay illuminates the ways in which armed conflicts promoted the
advancement of the nursing enterprise as a female profession.
During the Spanish-American War in 1898, the battlefield became an
arena of contestation among women themselves. In the last decades of
the nineteenth century, as Susan Reverby demonstrates, internal frictions
caused by class differences rather than gendered solidarity of women
increasingly came to characterize the nursing field in the United States.9
The war sharpened ordinary divisions among nurses and exacerbated
already heightened tensions between factions by mobilizing an assortment
of women, including untrained volunteers as well as trained graduates,
under the single category of “nurse.” Mary Sarnecky points out that the
wartime mobilization of women nurses from diverse backgrounds caused
intense power struggles among nursing leaders.10 In addition to strained
relationships with male surgeons at army hospitals, women nurses faced
off against each other in the army service. But these power struggles
were not simply political battles for leadership in the nursing corps. This
essay argues that bitter disputes among women nurses reflected a deepseated ideological conflict, which consequently prompted a conceptual
rearticulation of the nursing service as a gendered “profession.” The feud
among women army nurses mirrored competing visions on the nature of
nursing. While volunteers believed their innate womanhood to be a natural
source of their qualification as nurses, the leadership of trained nurses
considered it insufficient and instead insisted on professional credentials
for participating in the nursing service. At the center of this controversy
was Nightingale’s own conception of nursing as womanly devotion to the
holistic care of the sick and wounded.11 A detailed analysis of the nursing
service during the war of 1898 reveals a critical trajectory in which
modern professional nursing emerged through modifying, resisting, and
overcoming Nightingalean ideas of nursing.
The war in 1898 facilitated overseas ventures of American women
nurses. After the war, quite a few nurses decided to continue their work in
the Caribbean and Pacific areas, which had become part of an expanded
American empire. The previous historiography has long tracked the
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progress of the American nursing enterprise within the national borders.12
But some historians now point to the importance of understanding the US
history of nursing as part of global history. The international activities
of American women nurses constituted a crucial part of what Warwick
Anderson calls the global circulation of modern ideas on health and
medicine at the turn of the twentieth century.13 Julia Irwin indicates that
American nurses transmitted a distinctly American idea of professional
nursing overseas through their international involvement and that nurses’
border crossings played a principal role in expanding American influence
abroad in the early twentieth century.14 Yet, the “American idea” of nursing
itself was not monolithic and involved differing trends of thought at the
moment of its exportation. The global circulation of nursing ideas in fact
brought on ideological discord and dissension, in which Nightingalean
ideals again became a focal point of contention. By inquiring actual
experiences of American women nurses in their overseas service, this
essay demonstrates that the professional ideal of American nurses was
not just transmitted outside the United States but rather nurtured and
consolidated through confrontations with competing ideas on nursing in
transnational milieus.
In this transnational history of American nurses, this essay focuses on
the ideas and practice of Anita Newcomb McGee, a woman physician who
headed associations of female nurses during the Spanish-American War in
1898 and the Russo-Japanese War in 1904–05. Born into the respectable
Newcomb family in Washington, D.C., in 1864, McGee devoted the early
years of her career to scientific research in anthropology and medicine.15
While conducting anthropological research on religious communities,
McGee entered the medical school of Columbian (now George
Washington) University and earned a degree in medicine in 1892.16 During
her senior year, the medical school decided to abolish its coeducation
policy and discontinue admission of female students. This decision deeply
shocked McGee, and thenceforth gender-biased discrimination against
women within the medical profession became her long-standing central
concern.17 The outbreak of the war in Cuba offered McGee an opportunity
to show the professional usefulness of women to medical circles. To
establish the military nursing service as a professional undertaking of
competent women, she organized a female nurse corps in the US Army
with strict standards for enlistment. When the Russo-Japanese War later
broke out in the Far East, McGee herself traveled to Japan and attempted
to transplant her standards of the profession into Japanese army hospitals.
Through an analysis of Anita McGee’s venture of military nursing, this
essay unveils the process through which American women nurses forged
an ideal of a gendered profession through their wartime service abroad.
The development of the army nursing service illustrates a transnational
momentum in the professionalization of American women at work at the
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turn of the twentieth century

Ii. Organization of the US Army Nursing Service in 1898
The war of 1898 inspired Anita McGee with the idea of launching a unit
of trained nurses in the army. Soon after the battle began in Cuba, McGee
suggested to the National Society of the Daughters of the American
Revolution (DAR), a patriotic organization for women of which she was
a vice-president general at that time, that the society should establish a
special board to recruit trained women nurses for the army as a part of
their patriotic commitment.18 After winning the approval from the national
board of the DAR, McGee got in contact with George M. Sternberg, the
Surgeon General of the US Army, whose wife was also a member of the
DAR. Even before the official declaration of war, numerous letters from
women offering their service as army nurses had already flooded the office
of the surgeon general, and Sternberg decided there was merit in McGee’s
proposal to sift through the applications to form a pool of competent
nurses for the army.19 As one of the leading bacteriologists in the country,
Sternberg foresaw the future need for a large force of assistants at army
hospitals and applied to Congress for authority to employ additional
women nurses by contract on April 28. Sternberg then authorized McGee’s
plan with the reservation that women nurses should be dispatched to
homeland hospitals that sheltered army soldiers and not to field hospitals
abroad. 20 McGee immediately set up the DAR Hospital Corps, an
examining board of which she became the director. With its headquarters
in Washington, D.C., the DARHC sorted through the applications for army
nurses that had arrived from across the nation and judged the eligibility
of each applicant under the supervision of the Surgeon General of the US
Army.21
McGee set up strict standards in screening for the army nurses
and attempted to exclude untrained women. “The necessity for the
establishment of a standard which should give only to graduate nurses
the official recognition of the Government” appealed to McGee.22 Her
eligibility criteria included requiring applicants to be graduates of
established training schools for nurses and to be between thirty and fifty
years of age. In addition, applicants had to present endorsements of their
moral character and nursing ability from the superintendents of their
respective schools, and preferably a recommendation from a member of
their local DAR chapter. Women nurses who met these requirements and
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accepted appointments in the US Army received railroad fare to their place
of duty and thirty dollars a month along with free accommodations. To
secure the administrative autonomy of trained nurses from male surgeons,
McGee also created the new position of “chief nurse.” As an equivalent
position to a superintendent of nurses at a civil hospital in peacetime, a
chief nurse was to assume full responsibility for the direction of all women
nurses at each army hospital. Control of the female nursing workforce
was thus to be kept away from male medical staff.23 Meanwhile, McGee
flatly refused applicants below her standards in order to dispel the image
of women army nurses as amateur volunteers. The rejection letter from the
DARHC bluntly stated, “It is not anticipated that the services of anyone
who is without hospital training will be required.”24
In the preceding Civil War of the 1860s, women nurses often publicized
and socially justified their engagement in military nursing as a wartime
extension of their domestic service buttressed by their innate feminine
virtues.25 These Civil War nurses earnestly desired to follow Florence
Nightingale’s example in the Crimean War. Herself an ardent opponent of
slavery, Nightingale continuously sent her moral and practical support to
Union nurses who were engaged in “a good baptism of fire for a country
and a great regenerator of the national character.”26 Dorothea L. Dix, a
philanthropist renowned for her insane asylum reform, aspired to be an
American Nightingale and worked as the superintendent of nurses in the
Union Army in an effort to emulate her British predecessor.27 The same
aspiration filled the minds of Southern women as well. Kate Cumming, a
Scottish-born Alabamian who joined the nursing service of the Confederate
Army, expressed it in her journal: “Is the noble example of Miss
Nightingale to pass for nothing? I trust not. What one woman has done,
another may do.”28 Nightingale’s assertion that any woman who had some
experience in the care of someone, including family and relatives, could
potentially become a nurse inspired these women.29 As Jane Schultz points
out, this equation of nursing with domesticity facilitated the participation
of women in military nursing during the Civil War. But the emphasis
on womanhood as the basis for nursing practice blurred the differences
between nurses, cooks, and laundresses, and consequently impeded the
establishment of professional authority of female nurses. 30 It was this
image of army nurses as a rank of housekeepers that McGee endeavored
to break down and replace with the idea of professional nursing during the
Spanish-American War.
The first call for nurses came from the Army Surgeon General to serve
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in Key West on May 7, 1898. By July 15, the DARHC had sent out a
total of forty-seven trained nurses to homeland hospitals.31 The number
of women nurses dispatched by the DARHC remained relatively small
during the early months of the war. But the circumstances surrounding
army nurses changed drastically during the summer months when rampant
infectious diseases seriously undermined the physical strength of US
soldiers. Typhoid fever raged virulently from August to September,
striking army soldiers at camps and in hospitals.32 One historian estimates
that 20,738 US soldiers out of a total of 274,717 contracted typhoid fever
and that 1,590 died of the disease during the war. The epidemic accounted
for 87 percent of the total deaths from disease in the US assembly camps.33
Surgeon Nicholas Senn stated that “the outbreak and spread of typhoid
fever in our home camps, so early during the campaign, is responsible
for more deaths and suffering than any other cause. Many of our soldiers
carried the infection with them to Cuba and Porto Rico, and were taken ill
on the transports or soon after landing.”34
The war in the Caribbean increasingly took on the character of a
fight against disease, which accordingly generated a huge demand for
nurses at army hospitals. The extensive prevalence of typhoid fever
forced the army medical department to reinforce its medical workforce
by employing additional surgeons, and the number of contract surgeons
more than tripled from 151 on June 30 to 512 on August 31. 35 Yellow
fever further debilitated the regiments in Cuba and Puerto Rico. “In less
than two weeks after our army landed in Cuba,” observed surgeon Senn,
“yellow fever made its appearance. . . . In less than two weeks from its
appearance nearly 500 fever cases, most of them yellow fever, impaired
the fighting force and seriously taxed the limited resources of the medical
department.”36 In tandem with the spread of infectious diseases among
army soldiers, demand for army nurses skyrocketed. The number of female
nurses working at army hospitals grew rapidly from 326 on August 15 to
almost 1,000 by the end of the month.37 As the shortage of medical staff
and facilities gradually became apparent, female trained nurses extended
their field of service from homeland hospitals to camp and field hospitals
abroad. Female nurses consequently increased their presence in army
hospitals, which forced the US Army to incorporate the activities of these
nurses more fully into its organization. On August 29, Anita McGee got
appointed to the position of Acting Assistant Surgeon General of the Army
and became the first woman to hold that post in the US military history.
As a result, the DARHC was disbanded and women nurses came under the
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supervision of McGee’s new military office.38

III. Toward the Bond of Gendered Profession
While the rampancy of infectious diseases among US soldiers led to
an increase in the number of army nurses, the epidemics caused a severe
setback, in the eyes of Anita McGee, to the maintenance of professional
standards of nurses. In the summer months, the workload at army hospitals
far exceeded the nursing capacity of caregivers. Florence M. Kelly, a
graduate nurse dispatched to Sternberg Hospital in Chickamauga, Georgia,
described the extreme conditions surrounding army nurses: “Sometimes
upwards of 300 patients would be admitted in a day, most of them coming
a long distance over rough roads and under a broiling sun in heavy, horsedrawn ambulances ... and perhaps would have to lie, four in an ambulance,
for many hours, a feast for the flies, before they could be removed to the
beds which were being vacated by patients almost as ill, in order to give
the newcomers a chance.”39 In the face of the acute growth in the demand
for nurses, McGee found it increasingly difficult to secure enough trained
nurses for army hospitals.40
The large demand for women nurses at army hospitals gradually eroded
McGee’s standards of professional army nursing. At army hospitals where
yellow fever raged most severely, the nursing service required caregivers
to be immune to the disease through previous experience of infection. But
McGee was not always able to secure enough immune nurses for these
hospitals. When yellow fever appeared among US soldiers in Santiago,
McGee failed to provide the required number of immune nurses. To meet
the urgent need, Surgeon General Sternberg hired Namahyoke Sockum
Curtis, an African American nurse, to recruit immune nurses in the South.
On July 13, Curtis began her search for immune nurses in New Orleans
and other Southern cities that had previously experienced outbreaks of
yellow fever, and finally secured thirty-two African American nurses who
were immune to the disease for army service. Eventually, a total of eighty
African American women joined the army nursing service throughout
the war.41 Yet, probably with her latent racial prejudice, McGee critically
viewed these “colored women without hospital training” as below her
professional standards.42
In the wartime emergency, McGee had to compromise her professional
ideals. The shortage of trained nurses in the army forced her to relax the
eligibility criteria for army nurses to include female nurses who graduated
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from small training schools without hospital residence, institutions
specializing in certain illnesses, and schools attached to insane asylums.43
Under the pressure of the enormous labor demand, McGee also came to
accept the offers of nursing service from Catholic nuns of the Sisters of
Charity in Emmitsburg, Maryland.44 Even with making these concessions,
the demand for nurses still exceeded the supply, and Sternberg finally
decided to authorize chief surgeons at understaffed hospitals to make onsite contracts with volunteer women at their discretion, regardless of the
official qualification standards.45 These volunteer nurses employed by
surgeons at their respective hospitals “proved not to be of the same class as
their companions in the service,” McGee complained, adding that “irregular
nurses are not subject to control and discipline and do not hold the same
honorable position as do women who have Governmental authority for
their presence with the army.”46
To maintain the caliber of army nurses in these adverse circumstances,
McGee often had to pit herself against other organizations that sent
volunteer nurses to army hospitals without official contracts. The most
prominent among these organizations was the Society for the Maintenance
of Trained Nurses in New York, commonly known as Auxiliary No. 3
of the American Red Cross. McGee distrusted the nursing ability of the
volunteer women offered by the Auxiliary and insisted that “these nurses
were to be selected by herself; a proviso which gave the permission a
distinctly personal [character].” 47 Auxiliary officials in return publicly
expressed their opinion that they “do not attach any importance to the
report published to the effect that the military authorities will not allow
women nurses to attend the sick and wounded” and that their “nurses will
go wherever they can do good, and that when it becomes apparent that
they can render assistance in the hospitals, their services will be gladly
accepted.” 48 At the actual sites of nursing, frictions recurrently arose
between trained nurses and volunteer women. Margaret Berry, a graduate
nurse dispatched to Tampa, Florida, bitterly reported to McGee “a great
lack of harmony between the two sets of nurses” at the workplace and
condemned the “open partiality and favoritism” accorded to volunteer
nurses of the Auxiliary. 49 The volunteer service of Auxiliary women
seemed far from McGee’s professional ideals. Even a volunteer who got
an Auxiliary appointment complained that her duties as “assistant nurse”
were “menial work only,” including “washing of floors” and “cooking.”50
Keenly aware of the necessity to prevent the intrusion of untrained
volunteers into the army nursing service, McGee visited New York
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and persuaded Auxiliary officials to select nurses following her official
standards and to file the applications with her central office for review. Yet
the adversary relationship between the two groups of women continued
until the end of the war.51
The tension between volunteers and trained nurses in part reflected their
conflicting visions on the nature of nursing. While volunteers perceived
nursing service as an expression of the feminine virtues in caregiving with
which all women were innately endowed, McGee and the trained nurses
under her supervision considered nursing a profession involving special
skills and knowledge. Referring to Florence Nightingale’s philosophy on
the development of nursing, McGee maintained that the nursing service
had developed through four distinct stages in its history. 52 Nightingale
explained that nursing the sick had its origin in charity, typified through
the service of religious orders. Nursing then gradually degenerated into
a trade, which midwives and disreputable nurses practiced for pecuniary
benefits. The reform efforts by Nightingale and her followers in Britain
changed this disgraceful situation and brought in the new notion of
nursing as a calling, a divine mission of women nurses to the world. For
Nightingale, “every woman is a nurse,”53 when care is provided with a
religious sense of calling. Nightingale taught her nurses to do every chore
and “drudgery” with religious earnestness, “whether in having a drain
cleaned out, or in ventilating a hospital ward.”54 To this Nightingalean
idea of nursing as a sacred calling, which ideologically endorsed amateur
efforts of private volunteer agencies during the war, McGee counterposed
the concept of profession as the final form of nursing in its historical
development, and insisted that the vocational status of women nurses as
a profession should derive exclusively from their expert knowledge and
skill.55 If a female nurse “did anything she could, including dishwashing,”
insisted McGee, the woman was more of “a servant than [she] was a
nurse.”56
In theory, the professional ideal of nursing could have fostered a
gender-free association of caregivers who fulfilled the requirements of the
profession. But in practice, the frequent confrontation with male medical
staff resentful of the female service in the army inevitably attached
gendered nuances to McGee’s conception of the nursing profession. At Fort
Hamilton, surgeon L. M. Maus acidly reported that “the [male] hospital
private takes no interest in his duties as a nurse, nor can he be expected to,
so long as he is brought in contact with the female nurse.”57 To countervail
the opposition from male surgeons and attendants, women nurses needed
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to maintain solidarity along gender lines. Yet McGee envisaged the
profession, even though gendered in practice, as consolidated behind
professional standards, and expected her nurses to convince army surgeons
of their efficiency as a profession by demonstrating physical fitness,
expertise, and moral discipline in their daily work.58 When a surgeon at
Fort Meyer, who had “violently objected to having any women nurses,”
changed his mind and finally attempted to retain the women nurses at
his hospital, McGee stated with satisfaction that “his conversion was
complete.”59 By establishing professional standards in the army nursing
service and differentiating trained nurses from the untrained, McGee
broke up the cohesion of sisterhood that united nurses solely as women
and replaced it with a new bond of the gendered profession for the expert
status of women army nurses.

IV. Nursing beyond Borders
While the nursing service in the Spanish-American War enhanced
the professional status of female army nurses, the war also marked the
beginning of international activities by these women nurses. Although
the number of women nurses in active service gradually decreased after
the middle of September 1898, 686 women nurses were still in service at
the close of 1899, and the number of women who served as army nurses
prior to July 1899 reached 1,563 on aggregate.60 Consequently, the US
Army finally reached a decision to absorb the female nurse units as a
permanent constituent of the military organization. Section 19 of the
Army Reorganization Act in 1901, drafted by Anita McGee, conferred
the status of regular military organization on the US Army Nurse Corps
and thus institutionalized the activities of women nurses under a female
superintendent. After the enactment of this bill, McGee resigned from her
governmental post and launched the Society of Spanish American War
Nurses (SAWN) to claim veterans’ benefits for women army nurses.61
Integrated into the national military organization, women army nurses
extended their field of service beyond the territorial borders along the
imperial expansion of the United States. After the Spanish-American
War, the US Army continued to send women nurses to hospitals in Cuba,
Puerto Rico, Hawaii, and the Philippines. During the Boxer Rebellion in
1900–1901, these American nurses also engaged in the nursing service in
China.62
In the course of this rapid growth of the military nursing service
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outside the US mainland, Anita McGee herself decided to visit Japan in
order to support Japanese nurses during the Russo-Japanese War in 1904.
When war appeared unavoidable between Japan and Russia, McGee
approached the Japanese government and asked for permission to join the
nursing service for Japanese soldiers at army hospitals in Japan. At first,
the Japanese government was reluctant to accept her offer of service.63
In February 1904, however, Takahira Kogorou, the Japanese minister
in Washington, D.C., received a telegram from the Japanese Ministry
of Foreign Affairs that the Red Cross Society of Japan (RCSJ, NihonSekijujisha) would make arrangements to receive McGee and some other
nurses as its guests.64 Leaders of the RCSJ anticipated that the expedition
of American women nurses would have the effect of raising the morale of
Japanese Red Cross nurses during the war.65 The Associate Society of the
Red Cross in Philadelphia also supported McGee’s nursing expedition by
serving as a liaison with the RCSJ.66 Having secured support from these
Red Cross societies, on April 1, McGee left Seattle with a small team
of graduate nurses on the steamship Shawmut and arrived at the port of
Yokohama three weeks later.67
The professional careers of the American nurses who accompanied
McGee to Japan reflected the growth of the army nursing service that
had expanded overseas after the war of 1898. For her service in Japan,
McGee selected nine women nurses who were veterans of the SpanishAmerican War: Mary E. Gladwin, Genevieve Russell, Sophia E. Newell,
Alice Kemmer, Minnie Cooke, Adelaide Mackareth, Adele Neeb, Ella
B. King, and Elizabeth R. Katz. According to the nursing records of
these nine women nurses, all but Sophie Newell had experience in the
overseas nursing service in Cuba, Puerto Rico, or the Philippines during
and after 1898.68 Alice Kemmer, for example, worked at army hospitals
from August 1898 to June 1900, initially in Chickamauga, Jacksonville,
and Savannah in the South, then in Havana and later in Santa Monica and
Presidio in California. On July 1, 1900, Kemmer left San Francisco to join
the nursing service in the Philippines. Yet, on August 4, she found herself
landing on the Chinese shore, due to a change of order during the voyage,
and engaged in the nursing service at Tianjin and Beijing during the Boxer
Rebellion. In late May 1901, Kemmer finally reached the Philippines
and worked at Santa Mesa Hospital, Manila, until June 1902.69 For these
women nurses who had previously worked overseas, the expedition to
Japan was only an extension of their already internationalized service.
While the nursing careers of these American women represented the
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expansion of the US Army nursing service overseas, Japanese nursing
practices reflected international currents of contemporary nursing thought.
In the Asian island far away from her home country, McGee encountered
Japanese physicians and nurses imbued with Western ideas of modern
nursing, with which she was definitely familiar in the United States. Soon
after she arrived in Tokyo, McGee must have learned that Takagi Kanehiro,
her attendant in Japan, was a graduate of the medical school of St. Thomas
Hospital in London and was the founder of the first training school for
nurses in Japan. Oyama Sutematsu, the director of the Ladies’ Patriotic
Association that entertained McGee’s nurses in Tokyo, studied nursing at
the Connecticut Training School for Nurses in the United States.70 With
support from foreign missionary societies, Japanese nursing education had
already developed under the strong influence of Nightingalean thought.71
At some training schools, missionary nurses, such as Linda Richards who
graduated from a training school in London and became one of the first
formally trained nurses in the United States, taught Nightingalean ideas of
nursing to Japanese women. Aside from these private training schools, the
RCSJ opened its central hospital in Tokyo and started training of women
nurses in 1890 by introducing Western methods of nursing.72 During her
stay in Japan, McGee witnessed the rapid transplantation of Western
nursing ideas, which in truth mirrored a certain ideological section of
American nursing enterprises.73
The ongoing westernization of the nursing service in Japan, or the
spread of Nightingalean methods in effect, posed the same problem for
McGee as she had previously faced during the Spanish-American War. On
May 1, 1904, the Japanese army headquarters ordered McGee to become
the superintendent of nurses at the army reserve hospital in Hiroshima,
the chief military base in the western region of Japan. In late May, McGee
and her nurses began their actual service with Japanese Red Cross nurses
at the first division in the hospital.74 Through the daily supervision of
Japanese women nurses at the wards, McGee made critical observations
for the nursing service in the Japanese army and described the expertise of
Japanese Red Cross nurses as “much less than that of our army nurses.”75
Although admitting to the devotion and sincerity of Japanese nurses,
McGee considered the nursing service by Japanese women who did any
menial chore and worked nearly thirty hours at a time as deviated from
her standards of professional nursing.76 In her report to the RCSJ, McGee
articulated her observations on Japanese nurses by referring again to the
competing concepts of calling and profession. In Japan, where “the ideas
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of Miss Nightingale are more closely followed,” the ideal of “calling”
stood as the leading principle of nursing with special emphasis on the
“ethical aspect” of the service. In contrast, McGee allegedly declared that
the notion of “profession” dominated the nursing service in the United
States, where “skill and knowledge” were the only objects to be attained
in the training.77 Projecting her experience during the Spanish-American
War onto the Japanese army nursing service, McGee opposed here again
the Nightingalean idea of nursing as a calling, and attempted to proselytize
Japanese women nurses to her ideal of profession.
The actual hospital work brought ample opportunities for McGee to
inculcate her professional ideals into Japanese women nurses. On the
hospital wards, McGee introduced a three-shift system in the nursing
service. She also prohibited her nurses from doing laundry and other
domestic chores and instead asked the chief surgeon to employ additional
attendants for these routine services.78 A Red Cross official consequently
came to avow that “driving trained women nurses to do drudgery such as
hauling and cleaning, which requires no training and skill but physical
strength, is not only a serious disadvantage for the whole economy but
a blatant waste.”79 The daily service of American nurses itself exerted
considerable influence on their Japanese coworkers. On July 11, Genevieve
Russell boarded the hospital ship Hakuaimaru at the port of Ujina and
departed for the battlefield in northeast China to bring sick and wounded
soldiers back to homeland hospitals. Throughout the voyage, heavy storms
assailed the hospital ship and exhausted medical staff on board. During
this tough mission, Russell cared for as many as sixteen severe patients on
her own and surprised Japanese nurses with her professional skills.80 With
the approval of Red Cross officials and the practical examples of American
nurses, McGee arduously attempted to inculcate her ideal of professional
nursing into the nursing service of the Japanese army.
The nursing service in the Far East resulted in elevating the sense
of profession among American nurses themselves as well. Under the
auspices of Japanese Red Cross officials, McGee and her nurses attained
supervisory power as “model nurses” for Japanese women and had
responsibilities over the daily operation of hospital work, which otherwise
they would not have been able to acquire at male-dominated hospitals in
the United States.81 Adelaide Mackareth wrote with delight that the service
in Japan “is quite stimulating and very much rewarding, especially when I
am continually assigned a number of duties which critically affect the fate
of patients.”82 The overseas service emancipated American women nurses
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from the subordinate position to male physicians that they had in their
homeland.83 Their increasing authority as instructors for Japanese women
nurses accordingly strengthened their self-awareness as professionals.
When McGee fixed the date of return to the United States as early October
1904 in order to attend the SAWN annual meeting in St. Louis, five
American nurses opposed her decision and directly solicited Japanese
officials to extend their term in Japan for another six months.84 Ella King
deemed it irresponsible to “go home now when the work is hardest and
we are just beginning to be of some slight use.”85 By reasoning it as a
professional obligation to prioritize their service for Japanese patients
at hand over political concern for veteran army nurses, these American
women insisted on an extension of their stay in Japan. Far remote from the
hierarchical constraints of medical circles in the US mainland, the overseas
activities nurtured the professional identity of American women nurses.

V. Conclusion
At the turn of the twentieth century, armed conflicts prompted
rearticulation of nursing as a gendered profession. With the SpanishAmerican War in 1898 and the consequent acquisition of overseas
colonies, the United States emerged on the global stage of imperial rivalry.
This outward expansion of the state as a world power triggered the rapid
growth of the US Army nursing service. Anita McGee played a pivotal role
in this development. Though herself not a trained nurse, McGee climbed
the ladder of the military caste system as a physician and contributed as
the Acting Assistant Surgeon General to enhancing the status of women
nurses in the army.86 Through repeatedly confronting Nightingalean ideas
about nursing, first in the Spanish-American War and later during the
Russo-Japanese War, McGee created a new bond of women nurses as a
profession.
McGee’s ideal of nursing reflected and indeed forwarded an ideological
shift toward professionalization in the American nursing field. As Patricia
D’Antonio points out, American women nurses at major hospitals
gradually departed from the old Nightingalean notion of womanly care and
put more value on professional skills and knowledge in the late nineteenth
century.87 Yet political rivalries within the nursing field, between trained
nurses and the untrained, or between those affiliated with large institutions
and those working at small and specialty hospitals, seriously hampered
this shift.88 The emergencies caused by war provided McGee with the
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opportunity to promote professionalism in foreign battlefields. By setting
the foundation for professional army nursing, McGee opened the door for
American women nurses to work overseas. When they were in Japan and
away from domestic quarrels, McGee and her nurses were able to build
their identity as professional caretakers. The overseas growth of army
service helped advance the professionalization of American nursing. When
McGee and her nurses finally ended their service in Japan in October 1904,
many of these American nurses chose to continue their overseas activities.
Kemmer returned to Manila directly from Japan, while Cooke, King,
Mackareth, and Russell went on to Panama to join the nursing service in
the Canal Zone.89 Deeply intertwined with international conflicts, modern
professional nursing spread beyond borders.
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